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1. Introduction
The syntax-directed translation [1,7] technique
based on attribute
grammar
has been the most
commonly
used method
for compiler
development. However,
as a design of compiler
with
syntax-directed
translation
depends on the parsing methods, the conceptual
structure of the compiler does not correspond
well to the actual modules which implement
its conceptual
structure. As
a result, the developed
compiler
may have the
structure with less modularity.
Moreover,
as the
semantics in modern high-level programming
languages becomes more complicated,
compilers are
also getting complicated.
These aspects may lead
to difficulties in compiler development
and maintenance for such languages.
To enhance modularity
and reusability of software, various methodologies
have been devel-
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oped and used to support object-oriented modeling as a design technique
in the software engineering.
With this tendency,
it is necessary
to
introduce the object-oriented
modeling technique
to compiler development
to improve the modularity of compilers.
However, there has been little
attention
on object-oriented
modeling
for compiler design.
For the object-oriented
modeling for compilers, we use the concepts of the object model [6]
which was originally suggested by Rumbaugh.
The
object model does not describe compilers
completely because it represents
only the static structure of a compiler. In this paper, we propose a
method to describe dynamic behavior of the object model for the compilers.

2. Considerations

for object-oriented

modeling

We use the same terminology
for the object
model that is defined by Rumbaugh
[6]. A com-
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piler should be modeled so that its object model
should reflect semantics of the language exactly.
From semantic
definitions
of source and target
language,
elementary
semantics
is defined as a
class attribute. A class is defined by grouping
some class attributes with related class attributes;
a class operation is defined as a function to evaluate class attributes
in each class. As semantics in
programming
languages
is defined well in language definition
as well as in studies on compiler
construction
[1,7] based on attribute
grammar,
class attributes
and class operations
in the object
model can be defined from those easily. Each
class in the object model corresponds
to each
component
of the program. The relation between
classes is defined
as an association. Since the
association
represents
relation
between
classes,
the attributes
defined within the associated class
are used through association.
A link, which is an
instance
of an association,
connects
objects to
each other. In the case of one-way association,
a
link can be implemented
as a pointer
(an attribute which refers an object) to other objects.
The one end of traversing
direction
in one-way
association
is defined as the destination and the
opposite as source. When objects are connected
by a link, the object in the source is defined as
the source object, and the object in destination
is
defined as the destination object.
As a compiler’s object model intends to reflect
program structure
and its semantics
exactly, the
compiler can be considered
as a set of functions
evaluating
language semantics represented
in the
object model. Therefore,
it is possibIe to construct a compiler
by collecting
class operations
defined in the object model. Moreover,
calling
sequences
for these class operations
become the
dynamic behavior for the compiler. Accordingly,
the compiler is modeled as four sequential phases:
semantic initialization,
semantic analysis, semantic transformation
from the source language
to
the target language,
and code generation.
To
describe
dynamic behavior
for compilers
more
easily, we assume the association
as one-way association .
As an example, let us consider Pascal [3]. A
Pascal program consists of three parts, program
structure
(PS), data object (DO), and action

Fig. 1. Simplified

object model for compiler.

(ACT). Data objects are described by declaration
and definition
statement.
Actions are described
by means of action statement.
We discuss compiler modeling
only with these three parts and
the relations
among those with a brief explanation. Simplified
object model for the Pascal is
illustrated
in Fig. 1.

3. State concepts

for dynamic

configuration

Since the compiler is a batch processing algorithm, its dynamic behavior can be represented
by
a finite state machine [21 which processes
the
program semantics.
To represent
how the program semantics
is processed
by the finite state
machine,
it is necessary
to describe changes in
values of class attributes and objects as states and
transitions
of the finite state machine.
The value of class attribute varies according to
the class operations which evaluate on itself. The
situation in which a class attribute has a particular value is defined as a state of a class attribute,
and the change in value of a class attribute
is
defined as a state transition of the class attribute.
Since the program semantics in compiler is processed through phases, the value of each class
attribute
varies
accordingly.
To describe
the
changes in values of class attributes
in temporal
order, we extend the class attribute and define it
as the attribute. Due to the fact the the attribute
is a dynamic representation
of the class attribute
(see below), this paper distinguishes
“attribute”
from “class attribute”.
Just as an attribute has its
own state according to its value, each object also
has its own state according to the values of all its
class attributes.
Definition 3.1 (Attribute).
An attribute is a triple
A = (N, C, S), where N is a class attribute, C is a
class name including the IV, and S is an attribute
state. The attribute
state is a positive integer,
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where 0 is the uninitialized
state, 1 is the initialization state. The attribute state can be increased
whenever
the value of attribute
is changed. We
denote an attribute as N(C, S).
Definition 3.2 (Object state and its definition).
An
object state definition is a triple SD = (C, S, D>,
where C is a class name of an object, S is an
object state, and D is a constructed
domain by
production
of attributes.
Let the C class have n
class attributes,
and dj be an attribute for the ith
class attribute
where
1 G i =g n. Then
D =
d,).
Object
state
is
a
positive
integer,
cd,, d,, . . .
where 0 is the uninitialized
state, 1 is the initialization state. The object state can be increased
whenever
the value of the object is changed in
time. We denote
an object state definition
as
C[S]=d,xd,xd,x
... xd,;
In Fig. 2, name(PS, 1) represents
that name is
a class attribute
in the PS class and has its own
initial value. Any desired
object state can be
defined following the keyword STATE. PS[l] indicates that it is the first state for an object of PS
and the state
is defined
by symboE(PS, 11,
action(PS, l), name(PS, 11, and so on. Whenever
some attributes
in an object state have been
evaluated, the state of the object is transmitted
to
the next state that is defined in the object state

Ps
MODULE

:oi3

r classn3meis PS 7

STATE P stats definibn ‘/
PS[l] = Symbol(PS,l) x aclion(PS,i) x name(PS.1)

;
;

PS[2] = Symbol(PS,2) x aclic+S,2)

x r!aw(PS.l)

PSp] = symtol(PS.3) xacth(PS.3)

x nama(ps.1) .. ... . .

CHANNEL P d-,annel amitule definition */
symbol = PsSymbol( .....)

FROM PS TO Do;

_....
FROM

action = PsAdiin( ___._)
.

PS TO ACT:

EOIJATION P allribute equatbn ‘/
name(PS.1) := idSbiing(PS.1) xMcddd(PS.1).
genUniPsName;
symbol(PS.1) := SYNCH(DO[i]), PsSymbd;
symbol(PS.3) := CHANGE(DO]P]

: DO[2]). Dohalysis:
: DO[3]), DoTans;

adon(PS.1)

PsAcUa~n;

symbl(PS.2)

:= CHANGEpOp]
:= SYNCH(ACT[l]).

action(PS.2) := CHANGE(ACT(I]
action(PS.3) := CHANGE(ACT(P]

:ACT(P]). ActAnalysis
:ACT[3]), AuTrans:

END;

Fig. 2. Equation

modules

of PS in Fig. 1.
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definition.
Fig. 2 is a description
of a dynamic
behavior of the object model that is shown in Fig.
1. In Fig. 2, PS[ll, PS[2] and PS[3] defined in PS
module describe the object states that are generated when an object of PS is compiled.
ACT[l]
and DO[l], which are defined within ACT module and DO module,
also describe
the object
states of object of ACT and object of DO, respectively.
In this paper, we assume that each
object has four states as follows: PS[ll, ACT[l],
and DO111 are the states for semantic initialization; PS[2], ACT[21, and DO[21 are the states for
semantic analysis; PS[3], ACT[3], and DO[3] are
the states for semantic
transformation;
PS[4],
ACT[4], and DO141 are the states for code generation states.
As a link connects a source object and a destination object, it is possible for the source object
to access the attributes
in the destination
object
through the link. However, in the dynamic behavior, the states of linked objects are changed with
the lapse of time so that the meaning of a link
depends on the states of a source object and a
destination
object. To describe the changes in the
state of a destination
object, we define link state
as the state of the destination
object. We also
define a channel attribute as the attribute
representing the link state.
Definition 3.3 (Channel
attribute
and its definition). A channel attribute definition is a CA =
(A, AS, S, D>, where A is the name of a channel
attribute, AS is a association
for a link, S is a
source class of AS, and D is a destination
class
of AS. We denote a channel attribute
definition
as A =AS FROM S TO D;
In Fig. 2, channel attributes
are defined after
the keyword CHANNEL. In Fig. 1, associations
whose sources are PS are PsSymbol and PsAction. So, channel attributes
for these associations
are defined as symbol and acl?on. Both symbol
and action are pseudo class attributes
of PS. An
association
includes
the name of association,
source, destination
and so on. In the channel
attribute, action(PS, 21, belongs to the state PS[2],
and the state of the destination
object is ACT[2].
Therefore,
action(PS, 2) indicates that it is a link
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which connects an object in PS[2] state with an
object in ACT[21 state.
When attempting
to use attributes
within the
destination
object, if a destination
object does not
reach the desired state which is specified by a
channel
attribute,
it is impossible
to access the
destination
object through
the link. Therefore
access to the destination
object has to be delayed
until the destination
object reaches the desired
state as specified by the channel attribute.
The attribute,
object state and channel
attribute are dynamic representations
of the class
attribute,
objects and link respectively.
They are
considered
as basic concepts
representing
dynamic behavior of the compiler.

4. Attribute

equations

We describe dynamic behavior of objects with
an equation module for each corresponding
to a
class. Each equation
compiler consists of object
state
definition,
channel
attribute
definition,
precedence
definition,
and attribute
equation
parts. The object state definitions
define the object states to be synchronized
or to be activated
from themselves or other objects via links among
several object states through which an object goes
during compiling
the object. The channel
attribute definitions
channel attributes
with qualified one-way association.
The precedence may be
used only when evaluation
order is determined
by
an external directive not by semantics dependency
between attributes.
For example, in code generation phase, the precedence
is useful in determining evaluation
order of attributes,
since the code
generation
sequence is determined
by code patterns of the target language. Attribute
equations
describe dynamic dependency
between attributes
and between
objects. Forms of attribute
equations are defined in three types as follows:

input arguments
of F. The attribute
equation
is
denoted as A := s1 x s2 x 1 * . X s,, F where si is
in S and 1 =Zi G n. We say that A is evaluated by
at(s,, s2,. . . , sn> with F. Note that a channel
tribute as an input argument for F should not be
used in a type 1 equation.
However, a channel
attribute can be used only if it is used as a link to
access attributes
defined in the other objects.
Definition
4.2 (Type 2: attribute
equation).
A
type-2 attribute equation is E = (A, R, F, S)
where A is a channel attribute,
R is a relation
“evaluated-by”
that is transitively closed, and S is
the SYNCH function which takes the state of the
destination
object as its argument.
The SYNCH
function sets the state of a destination
object to
A so that the source object cannot use the attributes
of the destination
object through
link
until the destination
object reaches specified state
by the argument.
F is a function to set-up a link
between related objects by association
and takes
name of association
name as its name. The attribute equation is denoted as
A := SYNCH( objectstate),

F.

Definition
4.3 (Type 3: attribute
equation).
A
type-3 attribute equation is E = (A, R, F, S)
where A is a channel attribute,
R is a relation
“evaluated-by”
that is transitively closed, and S is
the CHANGE
function. The CHANGE
function
uses both the starting and ending state of transition as its arguments.
The CHANGE
function
activates the destination
object from the starting
state to the ending state by executing class operations that needed for the state transitions.
Finally
the CHANGE
function
sets the ending state of
the transition
to A and then, the source object
can access the destination
object. F is a driver
routine for all functions
to be executed during
state transitions
of the destination
object. The
attribute equation is denoted as
A := CHANGE(startState:endState),

Definition
4,l (Type 1: attribute
equation).
A
type-l attribute equation is E = (A, R, F, S)
where F is a function defined as a class operation
in an object model, A is an attribute
for the
output value of F, R is a relation “evaluated-by”
that is transitively,
and S is a set of attributes for

F.

In Fig.
2, the
equation
that
evaluates
name(PS, 1) is a type-l equation.
idString is an
identifier of a program structure, whereas blockld
is a unique block number of the program structure. genUniPsName, which takes idString(PS, 1)
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and bZockZd(PS, 1) as its input, is a class operation to generate
a unique name even if several
program structures
have the same i&ring
in a
program, yielding name(PS,
1). In this manner, a
type-l equation
represents
semantic dependency
between input argument
attributes
and resulting
attribute of a class operation.
The equation which
evaluates
symbol(PS, 1) is a type-2 equation.
DO[l] indicates the first object state of DO, while
PsSymbol is not only an association name but also
a name of function which connects an object of
PS with an object of DO by a link. Even if an
object of PS can connect with an object of DO
through a link, the object of PS can not access
through
symbol(PS, 1) until the object of DO
reaches DO[ll state. The equation which evaluates symbol(PS, 2) is a type-3 equation.
This
equation enables an object of DO to activate all
operations
required
to transit the object state
from DO[l] to 00[2]. A function name, DoAnalysis, is the name of driver routine which invokes
class operations
in DO class and is executed by
the CHANGE
function.
In designing
object model for compiler, each
class corresponds
to a component
in a program,
and a program is constructed
by all the components. Thus, all associations
defined in the object
model are classified into two kinds of associations. One is a-part-of relationship in which objects representing
the components of thing are
associated with an object representing
the assembly. The other is association
existing between
components
in a-part-of relationship.
Looking at
the relations
between
objects during compiling,
an assembly object should compile its component
objects since compiling of the assembly object can
be done only when both the assembly object and
its component
objects are compiled
completely.
Also, a component
object can use attributes
evaluated either in the assembly object or in the

psi0 ( .... . genUniPsName();

other component
objects. By using defined object
states, the modeling
of dynamic
behavior
for
compilers
is described
with object synchronization and object activation.
The dynamic behavior of an object model for
compilers
is described
by using attribute
equations as follows:
1. In an assembly object, a type-3 equation
describes that the assembly object activates component objects to the desired state to evaluate
its component
objects.
2. In a component
object, a type-2 equation describes an object synchronization
with its assembly object so that the component
object
can access to the attributes
in the assembly
object.
objects, a type-2 equation
3. Between component
describes
an object synchronization
for the
source object to access to the attributes in the
destination
object.
describes
4. Within an object, a type-l equation
attribute evaluation
in every object state.
Therefore,
the dynamic behavior for compilers
equais described with three kinds of attribute
tions.
Fig. 3 shows a skeleton program for PS in Fig.
2. To generate
a skeleton
program
for PS, a
driver function
for an object state should be
defined
so that all the class operations
in an
object state can be executed by the topological
order. The driver function
is called as a state
function. For example, psi in Fig. 3 is a state
function for PS[l]. By the definitions
of attribute
equations,
every attribute
equations
is translated
into the code for calling its function that is specified in the attribute equation. As an example, in
Fig. 3, PsSymbolO defined in type-2 equation is a
function
name which establishes
the link of
PsSymbol association.
DoAnalysis
defined
in

.... . PsSymbol(); .... . PsAUiion(); ..... ;)

ps2() ( ..... . DoAnalysis(); ..... . ActAnalysis(); ..... . )
ps3() { ..... . DoTrans(): ..... . ActTrans(): ..... . )

....................

psof pslo;

pa;

psw

I ActAnalysis1=-WI 1 I
...... )

Fig. 3. Skeleton

compiler
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Similarly, connect all in-edges of q with in-edge
of ql, all out-edges
of q with out-edge
of q2.
Each of class operation
in p and q is assigned to
the ending states, p2 and q2, respectively.
If
there are some states between p and q and there
is no recursion,
they also should be split in the
same manner.
Finally,
a facility to detect and
remove the recursion in run-time should be added
to the operations
because this method is applied
for only determining
the topological
order of
class operations
under the assumption
that the
cycle is removed by the class operations
during
run-time.
(bl The cycles can be also caused by the definitions
of object states. Although
there is no
attribute dependency
that cause cycle among object states, if several attribute dependencies
exist
between object states as shown in Fig. 4, a cycle
can be generated
by the combination
of some
attribute
dependencies.
In this case, first, split
states on the cycle so that the cycle should be
removed
through
redefining
object states. Secondly, to connect with new states that have the
desired attributes,
rewrite attribute
equations
in
both states to be split and states to be connected
with new states through in-edges or out-edges.
Finally, iterate from step 1 to step 3.

6. Discussions
In this paper,
by suggesting
a description
method for the dynamic behavior of class operations defined in an object model for compilers,
we can conclude
that the compiler
description

Table 2
Comparison

of attribute

grammar

and attribute

Table 1
Experimental
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

of
of
of
of
of
of
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result
31
103
93
61
23
324

classes
attributes
states
associations
precedences
equations

based on object-oriented
modeling
is a feasible
method to improve modularity
of compilers for
complex
high-level
programming
languages.
A
more generalized
description
method will be discussed in detail in [4], which supports class generation in the object model. The result of implementation
of attribute
equations
for a Pascal
subset with almost of all the full Pascal features is
shown in Table 1.
With the formal basis for translations
in classical compiler, Reiss [5] defined a compiler model
that consists of several phases. The semantics
used in each phases is defined as objects. The
translations
to be applied to the objects are also
defined as primitive functions. The modules corresponding
to each phase are generated
from the
specifications
that describe objects and interactions with the syntax and semantics.
This approach can support data abstraction
for modules
such as symbol processing mechanisms.
However
semantic analysis is done by an attributed
grammar evaluation
of the abstract syntax tree.
By treating grammar symbols as a class, Wu
and Wang [S] defined class hierarchy based on
syntax grammar so that the nodes of parse tree
are treated as the objects of their classes. They

equation

attribute

grammar

attribute

Elemently semantics
Relationship
of semantics
Specifications
method

attribute
grammar
attribute

of syntax grammar
symbol
grammar

Attribute

propagation

Evalution

order

propagation
on parsing tree,
prespecified
order defined
based on the graph
tree traverse order

class attribute in object model
association
object model for language
semantics, attribute equation
propagation
on the
association by the link
topological
attribute

equation

order from
equations
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defined
the class hierarchy
with inheritance
among a production
symbol and the symbols in its
right-hand
side. Besides, in order to specify the
paths to receiver nodes of value from its sender,
they presented
a method to describe the path
information
from the class hierarchy
and structured parse tree.
Both Reiss [5] and Wu and Wang [81 used
object-oriented
concepts
partially
in supporting
the data abstraction
of compiler
modules
and
describing
the path expression
based on class
hierarchy,
respectively.
However,
these
approaches are analogous to the attribute grammar
approach in fact that they represented
semantics
on the syntax and evaluated the semantics on the
abstract syntax tree. Our approach make easy to
understand
the specifications
since it is based on
the object model of language
semantics.
Moreover, our approach can reduce difficulties
in describing evaluation of complicated
semantics since
it describes evaluation
of semantics with the attribute equations
based on associations.
Table 2
compares
characteristics
of our approach
with

attribute grammars
for compilers.

[ 1,7] as a specification

method
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